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Abstract
The importance of incorporating break-repair costs and pipe-replacement costs in optimal design of a water distribution network is highlighted and demonstrated with a hypothetical network. Deterioration due to ageing of pipes requires expensive
maintenance and causes inconvenience. The number of breaks generally increases exponentially with pipe age and smalldiameter pipes are more likely to break than large-diameter pipes. After a certain age, it would be more cost-effective to
replace the pipes than to repair them. The optimisation models which do not consider the maintenance costs tend to result in
smaller pipe sizes. The proposed model incorporates both the repair cost and the replacement cost in addition to initial cost.
The proposed model is demonstrated by applying it to a 2-loop network. Incorporating pipe-break and replacement economics
into optimisation leads to slightly larger diameter pipes. The analysis also reveals that consideration of repair/replacement is
essential if the pipe breaks cause high economic impact, the pipe-break growth rate increases fast and discount rate is low. For
the example network considered, for a typical set of values, the cost benefit is as much as 12.92%. For cases with low breakage
rates, incorporating repair/replacement has been found to make no practical difference. The results show that considering pipe
break and pipe replacement in optimisation is important as this could save considerable amounts of money over the lifetime.
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Introduction
Water distribution systems are subject to deterioration with age.
The design procedures of distribution systems should consider
the future scenarios too. Pipe breaks are one of the important
parameters to be considered in distribution system design.
When a pipe breaks, it has either to be repaired or replaced. The
breaks are not only associated with the direct costs to repair but
also the indirect costs that are due to the inconveniences caused
at widely varying levels. Water pipe breaks result not only in
disrupting service but also in significant loss of water, which
otherwise could have been sold to the consumer (Sinske and
Zietsman, 2004). In addition to this it may disrupt the traffic and
the working of a water-intensive industry. There may be outbreaks of diseases and sometimes fire fighting could be delayed.
Thus, pipe-break analysis needs to be considered during the
design of the water distribution system, to be realistic. A pipe
can break due to many reasons, including age of pipe, material
and quality of pipe, surrounding environment of the pipe like
soil corrosivity, external load on pipe, quality of workmanship,
water-hammer pressures, etc. With all other conditions remaining the same, the number of breaks increases with age. Thus,
over a planning horizon or period of analysis of 50 years or so,
the number of breaks gradually increases.
Generally, small-diameter pipes are more liable to breaks
than large-diameter pipes (Kettler and Goulter, 1985). An initial
cost-optimisation model that does not consider the pipe breaks
during the lifetime may result in pipes of smaller diameter. This
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might prove to be less optimal over a long run, as the distribution system tends to experience more breaks when compared to
a system with slightly larger diameter pipes. Even though the
initial cost is more, larger diameter pipes may be more economical than smaller diameter pipes when life- cycle costs are considered. Therefore a critical analysis is required to decide on the
appropriate size of the pipe which ultimately leads to economical design in longer run. To analyse for long design periods, the
time variations of break rates of different pipe sizes have to be
known. Further the interest rate (discount rate) on finances also
plays an important role. To choose a design from different alternatives, the ‘present value method’ may be used.
Minimising pipe cost is often reported as the objective in
the literature that deals with water distribution design. However,
repairing pipe breaks and related inconveniences also significantly add to the cost. These factors are not dealt with often. In
this paper, it is shown that there is an improvement by incorporating installation cost and repair and replacement economics
into an optimisation framework. The objectives of this study
were to develop an optimisation model that optimises the total
cost of installation of a water distribution system and maintenance of the system for its service life (say 50 years), and to
demonstrate the advantages of this model over the model that
does not include maintenance cost in optimisation.

Review of optimisation studies
Generally, optimisation models have been used for one of the
following purposes:
•
Pipe cost minimisation
•
Strengthening of an existing network to enhance its capacity
•
Expansion of a distribution network to cover new service
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